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Click-Chemistry Very Important Paper

Using Stereochemistry to Control Mechanical Properties in Thiol–Yne
Click-Hydrogels
Laura J. Macdougall+, Maria M. P�rez-Madrigal+, Joshua E. Shaw, Joshua C. Worch,
Christopher Sammon, Stephen M. Richardson and Andrew P. Dove*

Abstract: The stereochemistry of polymers has a profound
impact on their mechanical properties. While this has been
observed in thermoplastics, studies on how stereochemistry
affects the bulk properties of swollen networks, such as hy-
drogels, are limited. Typically, changing the stiffness of a hy-
drogel is achieved at the cost of changing another parameter,
that in turn affects the physical properties of the material and
ultimately influences the cellular response. Herein, we report
that by manipulating the stereochemistry of a double bond,
formed in situ during gelation, materials with diverse me-
chanical properties but comparable physical properties can be
obtained. Click-hydrogels that possess a high % trans content
are stiffer than their high % cis analogues by almost a factor
of 3. Human mesenchymal stem cells acted as a substrate
stiffness cell reporter demonstrating the potential of these
platforms to study mechanotransduction without the influence
of other external factors.

Introduction

The 3-dimensional arrangement of bonds, or stereo-
chemistry, dictates the function and behaviour of molecules
spanning from biological systems to drugs to synthetic poly-
mers. Stereochemistry is critical in the production of the basic
building blocks of life. The chirality of deoxyribose dictates
the backbone structure of DNA, enabling the formation of
a double helix structure which is critical for biological pro-
cesses in living organisms. The power of stereochemistry is
also apparent in small molecule chemistry in which it can be
critical in the biological behaviour of the resulting compound.
Differences in bond orientation also significantly affect the
bulk material properties of polymers,[1] where the relative
stereochemistry of pendant groups (tacticity) in synthetic
polymers is most commonly used to control their properties.[2]

In another example, naturally occurring geometric isomers of
polyisoprene lead to significant differences in materials�
properties depending on the cis–trans configuration. The cis
isomer of high molecular weight polyisoprene is the base
component of elastic natural rubber, but the trans isomer is
a more crystalline and much harder material, known as Gutta
Percha.[3]

While it is well known that control over stereochemistry in
polymers results in notable changes in thermal and/or me-
chanical properties,[1] the use of such a concept to significantly
influence a highly swollen network has been comparatively
less studied. A few reports describe the cis :trans isomerism of
the photo-switchable azobenzene[4] moiety to change me-
chanical properties of hydrogels,[5] although the observable
differences in properties are modest and transient as a con-
sequence of reversion to the thermodynamically favoured
trans isomer. Hence, the ability to finely tune hydrogel me-
chanical properties remains an important objective in bio-
material engineering because 1) hydrogels already provide
a controlled platform to understand how cells interact with
their surroundings[5c,6] and 2) it is well-established that cells
sense and integrate mechanical cues from the native extra-
cellular matrix (ECM), which ultimately directs gene ex-
pression and cell-fate decisions.[7]

Several hydrogel-based approaches have been explored to
mimic the ECM and thus better understand biological pro-
cesses, including aging, injury, and disease progression.[8] In-
spired by the native dynamism of the cell mechanical mi-
croenvironment,[9] early work in this area investigated the
effect of hydrogel degradation on cell behaviour;[10] however,
this process is inherently challenging to control because of
issues related to swelling and cytocompatibility concerns.[11]

More recently, a range of different hydrogel materials have
been examined to further understand mechanobiology, matrix
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deposition, and disease progression by creating systems with
tuneable viscoelastic properties.[12] Photochemical pathways
have also been explored as a means to stiffen and/or degrade
hydrogels.[12d,13] Finally, several dynamic systems featuring
stiffness reversibility in response to external stimuli (e.g.
pH,[14] temperature,[15] host–guest interactions,[16] or salt con-
centration[17]) have similarly been reported. However, hy-
drogel stiffness, or elasticity, is typically modulated by altering
the fundamental material formulation. This includes changes
to the molecular weight of the polymer precursors, the overall
polymer content in the hydrogel, or the degree of crosslin-
king. However, variations in formulation often manifest in
changes in the physical nature of the network,[18] such as pore
size/distribution, swelling behaviour or degradation profile.
Since these parameters are inherently linked to the chemistry
of the network as it forms, decoupling their effect from each
other is challenging.[19]

The nucleophilic thiol–yne addition reaction yields unsa-
turated polymers where the stereochemistry of the alkene
product can be readily controlled through solvent polarity
and base strength.[20] Briefly, when using apolar solvents and/
or a weak base the trans isomer is favoured, while the cis
isomer is favoured in polar and/or strong base reaction con-
ditions (Scheme 1). Previous work in our group has utilised
this reaction for the synthesis of thermoplastic materials with
tuneable mechanical properties defined by the stereochem-
istry of the alkene moiety.[21] Furthermore, we have syn-
thesised nucleophilic thiol–yne addition click-hydrogels as
robust ECM mimics which can encapsulate cells and modu-
late stiffness and swelling.[22]

Herein, we show that the effect of stereochemistry within
the swollen click-hydrogel networks (ca. 90% water) in-
fluences the bulk mechanical properties of the resulting ma-
terials. Specifically, we demonstrate how controlling stereo-
chemistry enables discrete changes in mechanical strength
and substrate stiffness, without changing other physical pro-
perties that influence cell response (i.e. crosslinking density,
pore size or toxicity). Hence, our click-hydrogels can con-

tribute to understanding how cells are influenced by stiffness
alone, and, how cells sense different polymer stereochemistry.

Results and Discussion

To exploit the benefits of using the nucleophilic thiol–yne
addition reaction to create stererochemically defined robust
click-hydrogels, we chose the PEG-based click-hydrogel
42A42S (in which the main number relates to the number of
arms on the alkyne (A) or thiol (S) precursor, while the
subscript denotes the molecular weight of the polymer and
functional group; Scheme 1, Figure S1) as our model since it
had exhibited the highest compressive strength (in the order
of 0.1–0.4 MPa) over time with little swelling.[22b] Indeed,
because of the hydrophobic nature of the crosslinked net-
work, no bulk degradation occurred for 15 days after im-
mersing the click-hydrogels in an aqueous environment under
physiological conditions. Alkyne- and thiol-functionalised
PEG precursors, 42A and 42S (4-arm, 2 kg mol�1), respectively,
were synthesised as reported previously by a highly efficient
Fischer esterification.[22b] Optically transparent 42A42S gels
were prepared with a solids content of 10 wt% by mixing
solutions containing a 1:1 molar ratio of alkyne to thiol
polymer precursors at ambient temperature using different
solvent mixtures to tune the final stereochemistry of the
crosslinked network. Based on previous work, different sol-
vents with various polarities were used to control the ste-
reochemistry.[20b] Specifically, two from three solvents (i.e.
CHCl3 (non-polar), acetone (moderately polar), and H2O
(polar)) were mixed in different ratios (Table 1), while trie-
thylamine (NEt3) acted as the catalyst for the thiol–yne click
chemistry reaction. The amount of triethylamine added to
each gel-precursor solution, which was adjusted based on the
solvent polarity, so that the gelation time for all the gels was
ca. 1 minute regardless of the final cis :trans ratio in order to
retain comparable network parameters. After mixing the
precursors, the organogels were cured at ambient tempe-
rature for 1 h to ensure that the reaction had proceeded to
completion. Neither the polarity of the solvent nor the
amount of base used affected the gel fraction (GF) values,
which were higher than 92% for all the systems. This evi-
dences the high efficiency of the crosslinking reaction and
comparability of the fundamental gel structure across all
formulations.

The cis :trans content in the gels was determined by FT-IR
spectroscopy of the dried samples using the diagnostic signal
attributed to the cis C=C bend at 802 cm�1, which was largely
absent in the low cis materials (Figure 1a, see full experi-
mental details in the Supporting Information; Figure S2).
These studies indicate a large range in stereochemical com-
position (10, 23, 51 and 82% cis content), which suggests that
the polarity of the reaction medium was positively correlated
to cis content which is in accordance with a previous re-
port.[20b] Small molecule model studies using monofunctional
thiols and PEG-propiolates enabled NMR spectroscopic
analysis of the double bond stereochemistry and also in-
dicated that an analogous relationship between reaction po-
larity and cis content existed (Figure S3–S6). However, the

Scheme 1. The synthesis of thiol–yne click-hydrogels with controllable
alkene stereochemistry by adjusting reaction parameters. Click-hydro-
gel architecture used in the study: alkyne- and thiol-functionalised PEG
precursors, 42A and 42S in which the main number relates to the num-
ber of arms on the PEG precursor, 4-arm, while the subscript denotes
the molecular weight of the polymer and functional group (2 kgmol�1,
alkyne (A) or thiol (S)).
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stereochemical content of the products appeared sensitive to
reaction conditions, such as temperature or concentration,
and sometimes varied between repeated trials. Nevertheless,
the stereochemistry of the gels appeared less sensitive to the
experimental conditions and consistent values from FT-IR
spectra were observed among repeated formulations. Hence,
from herein onwards, % cis content of the gels is referred to
from the values determined by FT-IR spectroscopy of the
isolated gels.

After drying the materials to control for solvent effects,
we studied the thermal properties of the stereochemically

defined networks by using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). In addition to a glass transition (Tg), all formulations
also displayed a pronounced cold-crystallisation (Tcc) event
followed by a first-order melt transition (Tm) (Figure 1 b).
This crystallisation/melting behaviour was unexpected and
suggests that the materials were highly ordered, despite their
crosslinked architecture. Although the overall thermal profile
of each dried gel is comparable, small differences can be re-
lated to stereochemistry. For example, the Tgs ranged from
�43 to �49 8C, increasing with cis content of the material
(Table 1 and Figure 1b; Supporting Information Figures S7–
S12). Intuitively, the materials with mixed stereochemistry
(23 % and 51% cis samples) had the lowest crystallinity (i.e.
more disorder) as evidenced by their comparatively low ent-
halpy of melting (DHm), and this increased slightly for the
high cis gels (82% and 100 % cis, Figure S12). However, the
low cis gel (10% cis) had a relatively low Tcc (DTcc� 10 8C)
and the highest DHm among the materials, which indicates
that it is the most crystalline. These data suggest that bulk
ordering of the material is increased by stereochemical purity
(high or low cis content), although the 10% cis gel affords
noticeably higher crystallinity, likely from better chain-pack-
ing due to the favourable conformation of the trans alkene.

In order to study the properties of comparable click-hy-
drogel materials, organogels were transitioned into water by
initial immersion in acetone for 5 d with frequent solvent
changes before gradual introduction of water into the net-
work over 2 d. Acetone was chosen since it is miscible with
both CHCl3 and H2O, as well as the triethylamine catalyst
and, importantly, minimal hydrolysis was expected during
either step. Notably, this procedure was carried out for all gels
to ensure comparability of the end product and remove un-
certainty that may arise from the process. Measurement of the
post-washed equilibrium swelling content (EWC) revealed
that regardless of the % cis content, the EWC was higher than
84% (Table 1). Indeed, similar EWC values (i.e. between
86% and 95%) were determined for a series of thiol–yne
PEG click-hydrogels prepared in PBS, and thus with high
% cis content,[22b] which indicates that the differences re-
garding solvent choice, and in turn stereochemistry, did not
significantly affect the ability of the PEG-based thiol–yne
click-hydrogels to hold water.

The mesh size of the range of click-hydrogels was calcu-
lated using the Flory–Rehner equation (See Supporting In-
formation). This parameter of the stereochemistry-controlled
gels varied from 4.5 nm (10% cis) to 6.7 nm (100% cis), with

Tabelle 1: Gelation conditions (solvent and amount of catalyst) used to prepare gels with varying cis:trans ratio.[a]

Solvent (v/v) [NEt3]
[mLmL�1]

% cis content[b] Gel fraction
[%]

EWC[c]

[%]
Mesh size
[nm]

Tg
[d]

[8C]
Tcc

[d]

[8C]
Tm

[d]

[8C]
DHm

[d]

[J g�1]

H2O 0.7 100 97�1.0 92.1�0.6 6.7�0.2 �42.7 �13.5 19.0 15.8
H2O:Acetone 35:65 1.66 82 92�2.0 88.0�0.4 5.4�0.1 �43.8 �10.3 16.8 16.6
H2O:Acetone 10:90 10 51 95�1.5 89.3�0.2 5.6�0.2 �44.5 �10.9 19.0 13.3
Acetone:CHCl3 60:40 20 23 94�1.0 87.4�0.1 5.2�0.1 �45.5 �11.6 15.5 12.2
CHCl3 34 10 96�1.0 84.5�0.3 4.5�0.1 �48.8 �23.4 19.7 18.0

[a] All PEG-based click-hydrogels were synthesised using 42A (4-arm alkyne, 2 kgmol�1) and 42S (4-arm thiol, 2 kgmol�1) at 10 wt% solids content.
[b] Determined by FT-IR spectroscopy n = 3 (12 runs/gel). [c] Equilibrium water content. [d] Thermal data obtained from DSC thermograms. Tg =glass
transition temperature, Tcc =cold-crystallisation temperature, Tm = melting temperature, DHm = melting enthalpy.

Figure 1. a) FT-IR spectra obtained for stereochemically controlled
PEG-based click-hydrogels n =3 (12 runs/gel). b) DSC thermograms
(endo up) of 2nd heating cycle for dried gels tested at 10 8Cmin�1. Po-
sition of Tg for each sample is indicated with a vertical hash mark.
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the intermediate systems displaying an average mesh size of
5.4 nm (Table 1)—which is a very small difference for click-
hydrogels over such a range of stiffness.[18c,23] Further studies
based on Fluorescence Recovery after Photobleaching
(FRAP) also showed the same trend (Supporting Informa-
tion; Figure S13 and Table S2). In this case, the mesh size was
estimated to be smaller, ca. 2.5 nm, for the CHCl3 system
(10 % cis) than for the H2O-based system (100% cis, ca.
4.0 nm). Hence, we observe some correlation between the
mesh size and the cis :trans ratio for the extreme conditions,
which we ascribe to the packing of the polymeric network.
Most likely, the slightly smaller mesh size for the lowest cis
material is a consequence of the increased crystallinity di-
splayed by this sample under DSC analysis. However, the
general trend was that high % trans configurations of the vi-
nyl thioether double bond favoured a more ordered and
dense arrangement of the PEG chains, which then resulted in
a smaller mesh size.

Of major importance to the application of these click-
hydrogels as 2D platforms for cell culture studies is the
swelling profile of the click-hydrogels. As such, this was mo-
nitored over time after their immersion in PBS solution at
37 8C (Figure 2a). The stability of the click-hydrogels, as well
as their mechanical integrity, was retained when immersed in
an aqueous environment. Specifically, all click-hydrogels, ir-

respective of their stereochemistry, initially shrank down to
ca. 60% of their original mass when placed in PBS, before
swelling back slowly to their original weight (Swelling factor
(SF) of 100%) within 10 d, after which the hydrolysis of the
ester linkages proceeded. This action decreased the structural
integrity of the material, evidenced by the increased SF values
and final dissolution of the click-hydrogels within 30 d. The
click-hydrogels showed a similar response when immersed in
cell culture media (Figure 2b). All click-hydrogels exhibited
a similar degradation profile that was comparable with hy-
drogels synthesized in PBS, which demonstrates that the
thiol–yne click chemistry is highly adaptable, forming vir-
tually the same PEG network regardless of the solvent po-
larity or catalyst used. Therefore, the control over the ste-
reochemistry within the polymeric network has a minimal
effect on the swelling behaviour and stability of these mate-
rials, which ensures their potential for biological applications,
such as robust platforms for short-term cell culture studies.

Given the similarities in physical behaviour that comes
only from the stereochemistry being altered between click-
hydrogels, we were eager to understand how the stereo-
chemistry could affect the mechanical properties of the gels.
In a previous report describing linear elastomeric polymers,
the Young�s modulus and ultimate tensile strength were
shown to vary by an order of magnitude according to cis
content,[21b] which presented the potential that these gels may
also have a large difference in properties. The mechanical
properties of the click-hydrogels were assessed through
uniaxial compression and rheological testing (Figure S14).
For compression testing, cylindrical click-hydrogels (4 mm in
height � 9 mm in diameter) were subjected to compressive
loading until 98 % strain. Regardless of the % cis content, all
click-hydrogels failed within 46–56% of strain, while the
stress at break (i.e. compressive strength) varied according to
the % cis content (Table 2, Figure 3). Specifically, 42A42S click-
hydrogels with high % cis content exhibited significantly lo-
wer compressive strength (130� 40 kPa) in comparison to
low % cis content click-hydrogels, which could withstand si-
gnificantly higher amounts of compressive load (326�
49 kPa). Similarly, click-hydrogels with 10 % cis content
showed a compressive Young�s modulus 58 % higher than that
displayed by click-hydrogels with 100 % cis content (i.e.
128 kPa and 81 kPa for 10% and 100 % cis content, respec-
tively). Hence, as expected, the stereochemistry of the PEG
networks influences the mechanical response of the click-

Figure 2. a) Swelling factor (SF) profiles of stereochemically controlled
click-hydrogels immersed in a) PBS and b) cell culture media at 37 8C
and mild shaking, n = 3.

Tabelle 2: Mechanical properties determined for the stereocontrolled
thiol–yne PEG click-hydrogels by uniaxial compression testing and
rheological characterisation.

% cis Strength at break
[kPa][a]

Strain at brea-
k [%][a]

E [kPa][a,b] G’ [kPa][c]

10 326�49 56�3 128�36 24.3�0.1
23 232�68 52�5 132�47 19.3�9.1
51 142�19 46�3 126�18 16.6�4.1
82 168�25 54�4 110�42 13.7�4.5

100 130�40 53�4 81�12 9.5�5.4

[a] Measured in compression. [b] Young’s modulus. [c] Storage modulus,
measured by rotational rheometry. Errors = s.d. with n = 7–9.
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hydrogels. Indeed, the relative conformation ratio of the cis
and trans vinyl thioether crosslinks correlates with the bulk
mechanical properties of the materials, the 42A42S click-hy-
drogels with low % cis content being stiffer and more robust.

Further examining the viscoelastic properties of the gels
by oscillatory rheology, the storage modulus (G’) was found to
decrease with the % cis content (strain ranging from 0.01% to
10%, Figure 3b), in good agreement with the compression
data. Specifically, G’ increased from 9.5� 5.4 kPa to 24.3�
0.05 kPa for 42A42S click-hydrogels with 100 % and 10 % cis
content, respectively, which indicates that the click-hydrogels
stiffen as the % trans content increases. Moreover, this re-
presents a very large range of stiffness compared to other
related systems such as the photoswitchable azobenzene
gels[4, 5f] which are significantly lower (i.e. 10–1000 Pa[5b,c,e] or
between 2 and 10 kPa[5a]). The difference in mechanical pro-
perties among the stereocontrolled click-hydrogels is pos-
tulated to derive from loop formation within the networks,
which results in less perfect networks. With increasing cis
bond content, the multiarm structures may be more likely to
form loops with neighbouring reactive ends that do not par-
ticipate in the overall network. Hydrogels with higher cis
content would be envisioned to have more imperfect ar-
chitectures, thus decreasing the storage modulus of the hy-
drogel.[24] In contrast, for networks with high trans content,
the crosslinks allow for greater arm extension and for each
multiarm PEG to form an intermolecular crosslink with
another PEG unit (Figure S15). This would result in a more
perfect network and a more robust, stiffer hydrogel. The GF
and EWC values are expected to be unaffected as the loops
are still attached to the network.

In good agreement with the mechanical data, the pore size
determined from cryo-SEM images is also evidence of the
stiffer nature of the click-hydrogels with 10 % cis content
(Figure S16) as the click-hydrogel network hindered ice
growth during the freezing of the sample, which resulted in
pores with smaller size (1.9� 0.42 mm) in contrast to click-
hydrogels with higher % cis content (i.e. 4.4� 1.6 mm and
5.0� 2.0 mm for 51% and 100 % cis content, respectively). In
comparison to mesh size calculations (Table 1), pore size
measurements are correlated to ice crystal growth in the click-
hydrogel structures and, therefore, provide information about

microscale features. In contrast, mesh size values are derived
by taking into account the number of crosslinks in the poly-
mer network at the nanoscale. These pore size measurements
suggest that cells exerting forces on the surface of the network
would feel a difference in stiffness and hence display a me-
chanoresponse. Overall, the mechanical performance and
stiffness of our 42A42S click-hydrogels make them suitable as
mimics for several different tissues,[25] such as in the study of
fibrosis/fibrotic diseases, cancer, cardiovascular diseases and
musculoskeletal diseases (such as osteoarthritis), where in-
terest in elucidating how cells sense the mechanical properties
of the matrices they are attached to is involved. Indeed, our
approach yielded robust click-hydrogels with a wide stiffness
range (ca. 15 kPa) without varying the crosslinking density or
hydrophilicity. Although the resulting click-hydrogels are still
quite rigid (i.e. G’ values of 10–25 kPa), click-hydrogel-based
platforms with overall lower stiffness could be accessible by
combining PEG precursors with different molecular weight
and architectures to mimic a wider range of biological envi-
ronments, while retaining the stereochemical tuneability of-
fered by this system.

To further investigate the cellular response to the ste-
reochemically controlled stiffness of these 42A42S click-hy-
drogels, we assessed their mechanically induced control over
cell responses for potential applications as cell culture plat-
forms. To that end, we selected the click-hydrogels with
a % cis content of 10%, 51%, and 100 % for further studies,
while click-hydrogels made using PBS as solvent were also
included as control. The PBS control was made without the
use of TEA and subjected to the same washing and swelling
times as the other hydrogels. The PBS gel has also been
previously characterised.[22b] All the systems, regardless of the
cis :trans ratio, were determined to be highly cytocompatible.
MC3T3 cells (osteoblast precursor cell line derived from
mouse calvaria) and human MSCs (Y201 hTERT-immortali-
sed human clonal MSCs[26]) were seeded in a 2D configura-
tion on the top surface of the click-hydrogels and cultured for
7 d. Cell viability, which was assessed at different time points,
was comparable to the control (Figure 4a,b). After 7 d of
incubation, cells formed a dense and compact monolayer on
top of the 42A42S click-hydrogels, thus resulting in adequate
substrates that allowed cell attachment and proliferation

Figure 3. Mechanical characterisation of stereochemically controlled click-hydrogels [Error bars: SD with n= 7–9]. a) Compressive strength (bars,
left axis) and strain at break (circles, right axis) values; Greek letters on the bars refer to significant differences (p-value<0.05): a vs. all ; b vs.
23%; Symbols on the circles refer to significant differences (p-value<0.05): * vs. 51%. b) Stiffness defined as compressive Young’s modulus (left
graph) and storage modulus (G’ at 0.1% strain, refer to Figure S14b).
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(Figure 4c). Indeed, the stereocontrolled click-hydrogel-ba-
sed platforms exhibited cell viability comparable to that of the
control or higher, which was further confirmed by live–dead
images (Figure S17). Interestingly, Y201 MSCs tended to

grow to a greater extent on stiffer click-hydrogels after 7 d of
incubation (Figure 4b). We ascribe such response to the fact
that a stiffer substrate allows cells to be anchored more
strongly than on less stiff substrates, as previously ob-
served.[5a, 27] Moreover, any leachable products (within 96 h of
immersion) from the click-hydrogels were also determined to
be non-cytotoxic (Figure S17), which confirms the efficacy of
the manufacturing process since no remaining solvent or base
is left after the washing steps.

The immortalised MSC line used (Y201 MSCs), which has
been shown to maintain mechanoresponsive behaviour in
comparison to primary cells when subjected to modulated
substrate mechanics,[27] was selected to be exploited here as
a substrate stiffness reporter. Hence, to determine the res-
ponse of cells to culture on click-hydrogels with different
stiffness, Y201 MSCs were seeded for three days on stiff (10%
cis content, G’= 24.3 kPa) and soft click-hydrogels (100% cis
content, G’= 9.5 kPa), as well as on substrates with medium
stiffness (51 % cis content, G’= 16.6 kPa). After fixing, cell
nuclei were stained with DAPI and the actin cytoskeleton
with phalloidin (Figure 5a). As a general trend, cells on stiffer
substrates appeared larger and more elongated, whereas cells
on softer click-hydrogels displayed a more circular shape and
smaller spread area. Specifically, cell morphology was asses-
sed through quantitative image analysis by measuring cell
spread area, cell aspect ratio (defined as the ratio of long to
short axis of the smallest rectangle that can enclose the pe-
rimeter of a cell), and cell circularity (proportional to the ratio
between the area and the square of the perimeter of a cell;
ranges from 0 (infinitely elongated polygon) to 1 (perfect
circle)). All mean values for cell shape descriptors showed
statistically significant differences, which suggests cells res-
ponded differently to the stiffness they were exposed to
(Figure S18). Specifically, spread cell area decreased from
3523 mm2 (stiff click-hydrogels, 24 kPa, 10 % cis content)
down to 1669 mm2 and 2293 mm2 for 51% (17 kPa) and 100%
cis content (9 kPa), which represents a reduction of 53% and
35%, respectively (Figure 5b). Similarly, cell aspect ratio in-
creased with stiffness and varied between 2.7� 1.4 (24 kPa,
10% cis content) and 1.8� 0.6 (17 kPa, 51% cis content), the
value for 100 % cis content (9 kPa) being close to the latter
(i.e. 2.1� 0.8). Therefore, the morphology of Y201 immorta-
lised stem cells was coupled to the substrate stiffness, which
was more evident for the stiffest substrate (24 kPa, 10% cis
content) where cells spread more. Changes in cellular mor-
phology often propagate to the nucleus because it is physically
connected to the cytoskeleton.[28] For instance, nuclear cir-
cularity (Figure 5b) was significantly reduced on stiff sub-
strates (0.33� 0.14) in comparison to the two softer substrates
(0.71� 0.15 and 0.58� 0.13, for 51% (17 kPa) and 100 % cis
content (9 kPa), respectively). Overall, the morphology of
Y201 MSCs, which varied accordingly with the substrate
stiffness, was consistent with previous reports.[5a, 27]

Finally, the subcellular location of Yes-associated pro-
tein 1 (YAP1), which translocates to the nucleus on stiff
substrates,[29] was examined with immunofluorescence mi-
croscopy in Y201 MSCs cultured on our stereocontrolled
thiol–yne click-hydrogel substrates. After a 7-day culture
period, the distribution of YAP1 appeared to be affected by

Figure 4. Cytocompatibility of stereocontrolled thiol–yne PEG click-hy-
drogels: a) cell viability of MC3T3 cells seeded on top of the click-hy-
drogels for 7 days. b) Cell viability of Y201 cells seeded on top of the
click-hydrogels for 7 days. Error bars: SD with n =6–12. Greek letters
on the bars refer to significant differences within time point groups (p-
value<0.05): a vs. 10%; b vs. 51 %. c) Fluorescence microscopy ima-
ges of Y201 MSCs on thiol–yne click-hydrogels at 7-day time point.
Cells in all conditions were fixed at the same time and stained with
DAPI (blue) and phalloidin (green). Scale bar =75 mm.
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substrate mechanics (Figure 5c). Indeed, YAP1 localised to
the nucleus of cells seeded on the 10% cis content click-hy-
drogels (G’= 24 kPa), whereas it was observed in the cyto-
plasm of cells seeded on softer substrates, that is, 51% (G’=
17 kPa) and 100 % (G’= 9 kPa) cis content. Therefore, im-
mortalised MSCs exhibited substrate-directed regulation of
YAP1 subcellular location.

Overall, the stereochemical control of the nucleophilic
thiol–yne addition reaction afforded click-hydrogels with
adjustable cis :trans content. The stereochemically controlled
hydrogels display analogous physical properties, yet divergent
mechanical properties, likely correlated to the amount of loop
defects within the networks (Figure S15). As a result of these
network imperfections, Y201 MSCs sense varying mechanical

features in the network and, consequently, YAP subcellular
location is modified.

Conclusion

We have described how facile modulation of stereo-
chemistry can be achieved without affecting other critical
hydrogel characteristics, thus highlighting the unique oppor-
tunity that stereochemistry brings to hydrogel synthesis. Most
importantly, our approach, which „locked“ the cis :trans ratio
during gelation by adjusting solvent polarity and base, res-
ulted in click-hydrogels with similar crosslinking density,
hydrophilicity and swelling/degradation profiles yet, solely as

Figure 5. Morphometric data of Y201 MSCs seeded on stereocontrolled thiol–yne PEG click-hydrogels: a) cell morphology was assessed using
phalloidin and DAPI staining following 72 h culture. b) Cell spread area, aspect ratio and circularity data extracted from images. A minimum of
140 immortalised cells were analysed per condition. c) Immunofluorescence images showing transcription factor YAP1 response to stiffness in
immortalised MSCs (scale bar 25 mm). Greek letters refer to significant differences (p-value<0.05): a vs. 10 %; b vs. 51%; and g vs. 100% cis
content.
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a result of the stereochemistry of the in situ-formed double
bond. These enabled the hydrogels to display large differen-
ces in mechanical strength and stiffness. Changes in stiffness
were sufficient to be satisfactorily reported by an immortali-
sed human MSC line, which presents the use of stereochem-
istry to control click-hydrogel mechanical properties to gen-
erate hydrogel substrates that can aid understanding cell
responses and other biological processes exclusively as a res-
ult of mechanical cues. Overall, we envision our system as
a powerful platform to study cell-microenvironment interac-
tions, mechanotransduction signalling pathways and biologi-
cal processes. Ultimately, this could advance many tech-
nologies related to tissue regeneration, wound healing, em-
bryonic development and also afford additional insight into
probing disease progression.[30] Currently, our stereocon-
trolled thiol–yne click-hydrogel interfaces are being consi-
dered for additional tissue engineering applications. In the
future, this chemistry could be used to develop personalised
medicine or broaden our understanding into disease pro-
gression.
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Using Stereochemistry to Control
Mechanical Properties in Thiol–Yne Click-
Hydrogels

Controlling the stereochemistry of double
bonds that are formed in situ using the
nucleophilic thiol–yne addition enables
the synthesis of robust hydrogels with
mechanical properties that relate to the
double bond stereochemistry. This

approach allows the synthesis of hydro-
gels in which the other chemical and
hence physical parameters remain the
same providing a platform from which to
isolate mechanical properties to direct
cell differentiation.
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